esos case study
Here is how we supported leading outdoor clothing brand
Regatta achieve full ESOS compliance in a hassle-free and cost
effective manner, whilst identifying tangible, feasible
opportunites for Regatta to make energy
and cost savings

The challenge

Regatta Ltd were required to comply with Phase 1 of the Energy Savings
Opportunity Scheme (ESOS) based on the first criteria of staff numbers; this
being over 250 employees on the qualification date for Phase 1 (31 December
2014). Regatta were one of around 10,000 UK organisations who were expected
to have to comply with ESOS in 2015; a scheme which was developed to realise
the significant opportunities for energy and cost savings for UK businesses, as
well as help the UK in meeting its challenging energy efficiency targets by 2020.
Regatta are Britain’s largest outdoor and leisure clothing brand and have been
a member of Comply Direct’s packaging compliance scheme for over 10 years.
Regatta subsequently joined our WEEE compliance scheme and to ensure they
reaped the benefits of having all their environmental requirements managed in
one place with a single, dedicated point of contact, Regatta also opted to utilise
Comply Direct’s expert sustainability consultancy for achieving ESOS compliance.
ESOS runs in phases of 4 years and Regatta have chosen to continue working
with Comply Direct for Phase 2 which has a compliance deadline of 5 December
2019.

The solution

• Audits were completed: On-site auditing was carried out Regatta’s two main
sites; the head office and main distribution centre, and it was identified that the
significant energy users were lighting and space heating.
• ESOS evidence pack was completed: Data was compiled, opportunities
researched and solutions assessed to produce a comprehensive package of
measures containing total energy usage on-site alongside transport assessments,
advising best practice where appropriate.

• Support with compliance notification to the Environment Agency: We
provided assistance in completing the final Environment Agency submission,
providing key details required for the notification and details of the Lead
Assessor to ease the notification process.
• Opportunities found: Some of the measures identified included
implementation of Solar PV arrays, lighting refits to LED and controls, a move to
an externally managed leased pool car fleet and application of cooling controls
in server rooms. This list is not exhaustive. With all measures implemented, the
average annual cost savings recommended amounted to over £168,000 with a
payback period of approximately 4 years.

The results
Regatta achieved full ESOS compliance gaining a range of tailored, practical
actions to enable significant energy reductions and cost savings.

Regatta’s thoughts...
“Achieving ESOS compliance for Phase 1 with Comply Direct was simple; they
made the process completely hassle-free ensuring that our internal time and
resource spent on achieving compliance was kept to a minimum whilst enabling
us to focus on driving forward real efficiencies in the business. Comply Direct
also removed all the ESOS related jargon which was appreciated as it enabled
us to easily understand the legislation and what we needed to do to become
compliant, which otherwise would be quite a complex procedure to grasp.
A key factor for us when choosing a supplier for ESOS compliance was value for
money, and Comply Direct truly provided this. We benchmarked Comply Direct
against alternative suppliers but they remained to be the most cost-effective
provider with a high-quality service offering which we knew was a perfect fit with
our requirements, so we have subsequently chosen to stay with Comply Direct
for Phase 2 of ESOS.”
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